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Valuing Data, Part 6

The valuation of data is a non-trivial task, but worth the
exercise. Once the math is worked out, it can be imple-
mented in an analytical tool and modified as necessary.

Our road to developing a data valuation methodology and
cost/benefit model began six issues ago. We’ve identified the
various uses of data that must be considered in establishing a
utilitarian model of data value, and we’ve discussed the vari-
ous direct and indirect costs associated with data acquisition,
retention, use, and even divestiture. Having considered the
effects of degradation, depreciation, and appreciation, we are
now ready to combine these components to develop a
cost/benefit model of data valuation. 

Our approach is to compute cumulative and expected costs,
and present and future value. The value is its cumulative util-
ity over remaining useful life. Cost and value often differ by
potential user group, usage type and data type, so we may
have to compute and then sum these contributions. Our com-
putation defines the point-in-time relationships. To build a
dynamic model, factor in all the time dependencies by deter-
mining (1) which factors can influence change and (2) which
constants in the model are merely coincidental. These are con-
verted to time-dependent variables. The steps in the cost/ben-
efit data valuation model are:

1. List the data types of interest, from simple data elements to
complex business objects. Treat data in terms of abstract data
types or classes: potentially complexly related component
data elements, with relationships themselves captured as data.  

2. Compute the instantaneous minimum value of each, which is
the accumulated cost of data (both direct and indirect — see
Parts 2 and 3) minus depreciation (including estimated loss
of demand; i.e., future utility) and degradation. For each data
class and utility state, compute the cumulative contribution
to costs (past and present). Acquisition state and inventory
state costs can be actual (summed from historical informa-
tion), forecast from trends, or simply estimated.

3. For each data class, compute the contribution to potential
utility for present and future operational, historical, fore-
casting, and divestiture states as discussed in Parts 3 and 4,
as an allocation of the value of goods and services pro-
duced, cost savings, loss avoidance, etc., through data
usage. Sum these contributions to find combined potential
utility. Factor in data quality degradation as a fractional
multiplier of the combined potential utility. Include expect-
ed contributions to utility from the operational state, and

multiply by a reusage factor: Instances of a class may be
either “consumed” or “reused.” For historical state data,
assume maximum value based on the greater of replace-
ment costs, worst case (i.e., greatest) potential cost avoid-
ance, maximum resell value, etc., then “age” this value by
an exponential multiplier (“decay” with time, starting from
the date the data last used). Make the simplifying assump-
tion that data contributes historical state utility only once,
no matter how many times it is in that state during its life.
If data is sold, estimate the number of times to be sold and
its value at each sale, and sum this divestiture contribution. 

4. Finally, the total cumulative value for any class is the greater
of instantaneous minimum value and remaining potential
utility, multiplied by an inflation factor. Given this value, and
the associated cumulative and anticipated costs, you can per-
form a standard cost/benefit analysis for any class of data. 

More detail can be added, multipliers changed, and the sim-
ple allocation rules given above embellished — following the
principles outlined in this series — as desired for more
sophisticated models. We’ve focused on analyzing “class
value” (value of an abstract data type) rather than instance
value. You’ll need instance allocation rules for value and cost.
Rules may allocate disproportionately, based on data value
ranges, relationships, most frequently used, etc. Instance
value is positively and perhaps fractionally proportional to
class value, based on an equi-partitioning allocation rule. The
contribution value of each data element is its value plus the
sum of its contributions to all other abstract data types. 

In a future column I’ll address some issues not addressed
in this series. For now, the problem of evaluating the total
expected value of a data collection remains, and differs from
determining the value of some specified part of it and whether
that’s worth keeping. To obtain the expected value of an enter-
prise’s data, partition the data and relationships into mutually
independent, non-redundant classes, then sum their contribu-
tion values. Don’t simply add contributions from all classes
— interdependencies will ruin the integrity, invalidating the
enterprise-level answer.  
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